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Disney brings Tourism Back to Life!
The Mouse
Tycoon is
showing just how
much Disney is
loved by Tourists
and Locals alike.
According to the
There’s never been a better time to
interview with had
visit Disney World than now!
with the Public
Relations
The Orlando Tourism
Department, all the
Industry is on the rise
Disney Resorts are at
at last. And while all
full attendance and the
the attractions are
parks are at capacity
coming back to life, no
everyday.
one is booming like
We were treated to a
Disney!
tour of the Animal
The Tourism Slump hit
Kingdom and were
Disney just as hard as
stunned at the park’s
everyone else. But you
appearance.
would never know it
Just last month, the
now.

lack of rain had the
foliage drooping and
the animals in hiding
with the record
summer temperatures.
But now the foliage is
blooming and
blossoming all over the
park and we have never
seen so many animals
on a single visit as we
did that day.

The lasts victim,
Osvalso Perez was 27
years old. He had
been arrested for
Human Trafficking
but was never
formally charged.

Police also suspect
that he was a MS 13
gang member.
So once again, we
have to ask, is our
Serial Killer a villain
or a saint?
So far, the only
deaths have all been
of the criminal
variety.
Although vigilante

 Gang Wars terrorize
downtown
 Break-Ins & Vandalism
at all time high
 AOI back in Operation

All the Disney parks are
looking as if they have
only been open for a
day or two. It all looks
as new as the day it was
built.
The Magic Kingdom is
truly a Magical Place!

Serial Killer Strikes Again!
Despite increase in
the hunt and the FBI
pursuit, the Orlando
Serial Killer continues
his killing spree.

Special points of
interest:

behavior is to be
discouraged, there is
no denying that
efforts to clean up
our streets of the
criminal elements has
not been successful
to date.
Perhaps our Serial
Killer is just an
Extreme Avenging
Angel?
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Asian Gangs are Active in Orlando
in

CRIME-LINE:

For now, the police are
asking people to please,
for your safety, to stay
out of the area as much as
you can.

800-555-1234
TIP-LINE:
888-555-4321
Orlando Police:
407-555-6789

The gangs are just as
strong as ever in the
downtown area. Now
rival Asian gangs are
starting gang wars in the
Mills Avenue area.
Drug distribution is heavy

over territory and the
right to sell.

that area and police have
been trying to disperse
the gangs for a while now.

Stay in groups if possible
and do not walk the Mills
area after dark.

It is suspected that the
gang wars are directly related to the drug sales and
that gangs are fighting

Call Crime-line if you see
any suspected gang
activity.

Valuable Sword Stolen

Reputed to sunder steel, the
sword has been stolen.

The
Orlando
Museum
of Art
had a
valuable
sword
stolen
Monday.

This beautiful and
unusual sword was
rumored to have been
forged in lava.
No one know who crafted it but it was reputed to
have the ability to sunder
steel.

been tested, but if true, it
is a most amazing sword.
Police are asking anyone
who has any information
that can lead to the
recovery of the blade to
please step forward or call
the Tip-Line.

Naturally, this has not

Big Red Bus Depot Vandalized
vandalized last
Wednesday night.

The Big Red Bus Depot
in Lakeland was

The Security Guard
on duty was killed
and the depot ransacked. Blood supplies were stolen and
so were medical supplies.

There are no leads at this
time.
Police are asking for you
assistance to help track
down the missing supplies and find the vandals.
Call the Tip-Line if you
have any information.
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OIA Flights Restored
The strike has been averted at OIA. All flights are fully operational again and
Tourism is flooding back into the area.

UCF Break-In

The Orlando
Tribune,
Keeping you
informed with what

There was a break in at the UCF Science Department last Saturday. The department was vandalized and several thousand dollars in science equipment was stolen.
The police suspect that this was perhaps terror driven. They have a few leads to
follow at this time. Call Crime-Line if you have any information. Information that
leads to a recovery of equipment may be rewarded with up to 10K dollars.

Seeking Info?
Want to Know what’s
next?
Ask Me!!!
watcher.info4u@gmail.com

is happening in the
City Beautiful!

Orlando By Night
All the information is
on the webpage.

OC MOMENT
This is an In-Character Newspaper that has been created for Orlando By-Night
Live Action Role Play Group. For more information go to the Orlando By-Night
website.
In it, you will find articles and ads that relate to the game.

ST EMAILS
John Quest:
gamestuff2@yahoo.com
Alex Janesick
ajanesick@gmail.com

Look Closely and see how many Clues you can find inside!
On behalf of the Orlando By-Night Staff, we would like to thank you for your
participation and hope you have fun playing!

Happy Hunting!

DEAR ABBY GIVES ADVICE
DEAR ABBY:
My Wife and I have lived here together happily for over 50 years until her
Untimely Death.
She died in a horrific car accident and Was buried at Greenwood Cemetery. I
know she died because I laid her to rest, but the other Evening as I went
out I saw her from across the street watching the house. I know it was her
because she was horrifically burned. It was almost as if she was watching the
house. I have been watching these shows "The Walking Dead" and "Fear the
Walking Dead" has this now become Reality? Is she gonna eat my brains?
Please tell me what I should do?
Sincerely,
Really Freaked-out
DEAR REALLY FREAKED-OUT:

Organization

It is not uncommon to see our loved ones once they have passed. We see them in the
everyday routines as well as in the unguarded moments of our homes. Grief strikes
us all differently.
However, the dead coming back to life is still the realm of Hollywood. Rest assured
that the day of people rising from the dead are long gone. It is true, that in the distant
past of shallow graves and lack of proper medical care, some people were indeed
buried alive. But that was long ago and modern burial and medical practices prevent
such occurrences from happing now.
I suggest you seek therapy to help you deal with your grief as it seems to taking a
very macabre turn for you. While seeing your dead wife is not so uncommon to the
stages of grief, seeing her as she was when she died, is disturbing.
A therapist can help you come to grips with your grip and help you move past your
loss.
Sincerely,
ABBY

